
Sweater Club

How it Works

“It didn’t fit.”  “I only make children’s sweaters because it doesn’t need to 
fit.”  “I will never make another sweater!”  

These comments and so many others were the impetus for starting the 
Sweater Club.  The goal is for you to complete a Sweater in the correct size 
(with any and all adjustments necessary to match your measurements, 
learning all the techniques involved in the sweater, and finishing your sweater 
to perfection.  

1. Annual Membership beginning in August/September for a fee of $50
2. You may select any of the Sweater Choices held during the year, including 

those selected for that session or any of the previous years’ choices.
3. You will receive 20% on the yarn for your Sweater Club choice(s) – including 

special orders, and 10% off all yarn purchases for the year (excluding special 
orders).  

4. The pattern for the Sweater Club choices will be provided for free to the 
members, as well as all charts and special selections developed.

5. Members may attend all sessions offered on the second Thursday of the 
month at either 1-4 pm or 6-9 pm, or the following Saturday at 1-4 pm

6. Once you have decided on a sweater the first steps will be:
a. Choosing your yarn
b. Making a gauge swatch to determine the correct needle size and the 

proper garment size
c. Determining your measurements to ensure proper size selection and 

adjustments/shaping considerations
d. Marking any alterations to the pattern needed.  

7. Beginning this Sweater year, we will be holding Class Segments to focus on 
various techniques necessary for the various Sweater choices.  



Smocked Sweaters – 3 versions

Worsted Weight DK Weight

DK Weight



Jenny Cardigan Jenny Pullover

Classic Smocking Cardigan



SIZES
FINISHED MEASUREMENTS
35, 36, 41, 44, 46“ /(87, 92, 103, 108, 114  cm
We will be able to create larger sizing.

YARN
Sandnes Garn Alpakka Ull
109 yds per 50 g skein)
10, 12,14, 15, 17 skeins 

Or any DK weight yarn 

NEEDLES AND NOTIONS
Size 6 (4 mm) and 7 (4.5 mm) circulars, 
32” or longer
Set of size 6 (4 mm) and 7 (4.5 mm) dpns
or preferred circular for working on small 
circumference.

GAUGE
22 sts and 27 rows = 4” in stockinette 
stitch on larger needles

NOTES
Cardigan is worked in one piece from the 
bottom up then separated for the sleeves.
Sleeves are worked in the round.
Short rows are used to shape the neck.

Classic Smocking Cardigan
PetiteKnit



SIZES
FINISHED MEASUREMENTS
41, 43, 45, 46.75, 50.75, 58.75, 62.25“ 
/104m 109, 114, 119, 129, 139, 149  cm

YARN
Was done with one strand of Sport and 
one strand of Lace Mohair 
1700 to 2700 yds

Or any DK weight yarn 

NEEDLES AND NOTIONS
Size 4 (3.5 mm) and 6 (4 mm) circulars, 
32” or longer
Set of size 4 (3.5 mm) and 6 (4 mm) dpns
or preferred circular for working on small 
circumference.

GAUGE
30-31 sts and 25-26 rows = 4” in 
smocking stitch on larger needles

NOTES
Cardigan is worked in one piece from the 
bottom up then separated for the sleeves.
Sleeves are worked in the round.
The yoke is then worked in raglan.

Jenny Pullover
PetiteKnit



SIZES
FINISHED MEASUREMENTS
31½-33½ (33½-35½) 35½-37½ /  (37½-39½) 
39¼-41¼ (41¼-45¼) 45¼-49¼ (49¼-53¼) 
inches / 80-85 (85-90) 90-95 (95-100) 100-
105 (105-115) 115-125 (125-135) cm

YARN
Was done with two strands of light 
fingering plus one strand of Lace Mohair 
1422 to 2297 yds (Sandnes Garn Sunday 
/ Sandnes Garn Tynn Silk Mohair

Or any worsted weight yarn 

NEEDLES AND NOTIONS
Size 4 (3.5 mm) and 6 (4 mm) circulars, 
32” or longer
Set of size 4 (3.5 mm) and 6 (4 mm) dpns
or preferred circular for working on small 
circumference.

GAUGE
30-31 sts and 25-26 rows = 4” in 
smocking stitch on larger needles

NOTES
Cardigan is worked in one piece from the 
bottom up then separated for the sleeves.
Sleeves are worked in the round.
The yoke is then worked in raglan.

Jenny Cardigan
PetiteKnit



Previous Sweaters



This was the very first Sweater Club sweater 
choice when we began in June 2013.  This 
sweater is a bottom-up, seamless, yoked 
sweater.  The honeycomb cabling provides the 
only shaping, as well as the cuffs.  The body is 
worked up to the underarms, then the sleeves 
are completed.  All of the pieces are joined and 
worked up through the yoke.   

Killybegs – Honeycomb 
Cardigan by Carol Feller

You will learn a number of techniques with this sweater.  You will start 
with an I-cord cast-on and then begin working with several different charts 
for the cable work.  You will do an I-cord bind-off at the neck edge and 
then work an attached I-cord to the front edges.  

This is a wonderful sweater that you will wear all fall and winter.  

Your yarn choices are any number of worsted weight yarns, but we 
recommend either the Rowan Felted Tweed Aran or the Tahki Donegal 
Tweed.  The sweater is worked on Size US 7/4.5 mm and US 8/5 mm 
needles.  



Dacite by Carol Feller

You probably wouldn’t make this sweater just 
by the pictures, but I had the chance to see this 
sweater in person and so picked it for our 
Second Sweater Club choice.  It has proven to 
be our most popular choice, especially for 
beginners and has been made in a variety of 
yarns.  This sweater is a top-down, seamless, 
raglan sleeve sweater with a bit of shaping at 
the waist.  

With each sweater we want you to learn new techniques and with this 
sweater you will start with a provisional cast-on.  You will be working 
short rows to shape the collar.  I-cord also appears in the sweater with a 
worked I-cord edging along the fronts and then an I-cord bind-off for the 
bottom and the collar.  

We recommend this sweater to all our new sweater knitters or anyone who 
wants a gorgeous jacket style sweater.    

This sweater has been made in every worsted weight yarn we have, but we 
recommend either the Rowan Felted Tweed Aran or the Tahki Donegal 
Tweed.  The sweater is worked on Size US 8/5 mm needles.  



Ranga Zip Lopi
Védís Jónsdóttir

This is a traditional Lopi Sweater 
with a twist – some of the color-
work is done in purls so it has a very 
different texture and look.  It is only 
two colors so a great way to begin 
your color “stranding” journey.  
This sweater is made bottom up, 
then the sleeves, then all connected 
to begin the colorwork yoke.  It is 
made in one piece so there will be 
scissors involved.  

The techniques with this sweater are a bit more advanced, but only 
when you get to the trickier parts of reading the colorwork yoke 
chart, steeking (cutting your sweater up the middle!), and putting in 
a zipper.  With all of these, we are with you each step of the way.  

This sweater is actually made using two different weights of yarn –
an Aran for the ribbing at the bottom, sleeve cuffs and collar, and a 
worsted for the body of the sweater and color-work.  It is made in 
Lopi Alafoss and Lettlopi , but we have done it in other yarns for 
those who don’t like the single ply consistency or feel of Lopi.  I made 
mine in Lopi and love it, plus the color choices are wonderful.  The 
sweater is worked on Size US 7/4.5 mm needles for the body and US 
10/6 mm for the collar, cuffs and bottom ribbing.   

https://www.ravelry.com/designers/vds-jnsdttir


Edge to Edge Cardigan
Bergère de France

This is a gorgeous sweater, originally 
made is a sport weight cashmere.  It is 
an elegant cardigan that most made a 
bit longer.  It is not for the faint of 
heart in that there is a lot of knitting 
on small needles with lots of cable 
work.  Once you have established the 
pattern, it becomes very repetitive 
and if you learn to “read your 
stitches”, you can breeze along.  

This sweater is made in pieces so you will be setting in your sleeves and 
seaming sides and sleeves.  There is a chart for all the cable work which we 
have rewritten for each size to make it a bit easier to follow.  You will also 
learn to crochet – just a bit as the sweater has a crochet edging for the 
fronts, but we have done it all the way around the neck and bottom and 
the fronts.  

This is not the sweater for a new knitter, but with a bit of help, a good 
beginner and/or intermediate knitter can work through this just fine.      

This sweater is made in a sport weight and we have recommended Rowan, 
Lang, or EllaRae CashMerino (the replacements for Debbie Bliss Baby 
Cashmerino), as well as Kelbourne Andorra.  There are also several lighter 
weight DK’s that work.  The sweater is worked on Size US 5/3.5 mm 
needles.  



Trapeze Swing Coat
Bergère de France

This coat looks like a lot of knitting, 
but it is made in a bulky weight yarn 
on large needles so it moves along 
quickly.  It is made in pieces and 
seamed which is how you get the 
back shaping.  The cables are simple 
and the remainder is worked in moss 
stitch.

The knitting for this coat is not difficult.  It is the seaming that creates the 
shape and the pleating.  You will master the art of placing and working 
button-holes.  

While we love this coat, our difficulty has been in finding a replacement 
yarn to make it in.  It was originally made in an acrylic/wool blend which 
we no longer carry.  It is a bulky weight and needs to have some body so it 
doesn’t continue to grow on you.  Should you want to make this, we will 
see what we can make work.  The sweater is worked on US 10 / 6 mm.    



La Scala
Rowan

This sweater calls on all your color-
work skills as you work in both 
stranding and intarsia.  Another 
sweater in our collection that is not 
for the faint of heart.  Worked on tiny 
needles holding two strands of yarn 
for each color, this takes patience and 
skill, but the results are a work of art 
that will be admired by all.  This is 
most definitely not for a new knitter.  

This sweater is made in pieces so you will be setting in your sleeves and 
seaming sides and sleeves.  There are numerous charts for the color-work 
including one for the back, one for the sleeves, one for the left front and 
one for the right front so following them for each piece is fairly easy.  The 
key is working the stranded knitting for the back and sleeves and working 
stranded and intarsia for the fronts.  The front edges and collar are all 
picked up and knit in garter stitch at the end.    

This is a good second or third color-work project, but definitely not a first!     

This sweater is made holding a lace weight with a mohair and we would 
recommend either Rowan Fine  Lace and Kid Silk Haze or Shibui Cima 
and Silk Cloud.  The other option is to work it in a sport weight – single 
strand for each color and would recommend Rowan, Lang, or EllaRae 
CashMerino (the replacements for Debbie Bliss Baby Cashmerino), as well 
as Kelbourne Andorra.  The sweater is worked on Size US 1/2.25 mm and 
US 2/2.75 mm needles.  



Retro Cardigan
Dale

Having made a number of the Dale 
Olympic sweaters, I really wanted to 
make this very traditional Norwegian 
color-work sweater.  Unfortunately, 
this sweater was another victim of our 
old Shop FLOOD – literally and 
figuratively.  We had just started when 
we lost the shop and mine was in a bag 
that was filled with water!  Those who 
had started the sweater were put on 
hold for a bit as well.  And since then, 
several people have gone on to make it.  

This sweater is made bottom-up, then sleeves, then combined for the 
yoke.  The techniques with this sweater involved working with 2 to 3 
colors at one time in the stranding sections which is more advanced,.  
There is also steeking (cutting your sweater up the middle!).  With all 
of these, we are with you each step of the way.  This is a great second 
color-work sweater if you like small needles!  The front bands are 
worked so as to provide a facing to cover your steeked stitches.  

This sweater was designed for Dale Daletta yarn which is no longer 
made.  It is a step between a fingering and a sport so working a 
gauge is most important.  We are working with two different yarn 
companies on finding a replacement, but for now we are 
recommending Rowan Valley Tweed or Sandes Garn Baby Ull.  The 
sweater is worked on Size US 2/2.5 mm and US 3/3mm needles.  



Centeno
Michelle Wang

This sweater was one we did during our 
hiatus following the flood.  Only a few people 
took on all these cables, but the effect is 
beautiful.  We made a few changes to the at 
the sleeves – rather than all that reverse 
stockinette, we added a few rope cables to 
mirror the sides of the sweater.  This is classic 
Michelle Wang.  

By the end of this sweater knitting you will have mastered the art of cables 
with the key being the ability to read your stitches to ensure proper 
placement of the next row of cabling.  Reading charts is also a skill you will 
practice and the use of highlighter tape will be invaluable.  There is no 
shaping with the sweater as it follows a true Aran Sweater style and shape.  

This sweater is made in a worsted weight yarn, original designed for 
Manos Gloria which has been discontinued.  I would love to see this knit is 
Blue Sky Woolstok or any of our other worsted weight yarn.  Due to all the 
cable work, I would not recommend a tweeded yarn.  The sweater is 
worked on Size US 7/4.5 mm needles.  



Centeno
Michelle Wang

This was our second choice during our shop 
closure which a number of our knitters 
chose.  Another Michelle Wang, she has 
worked her cable magic into a lattice design 
that grows across the top of the sweater as 
you progress.  It is a true boat neck which 
works with the design.  We don’t 
recommend trying to reshape the neckline as 
it throws off the latticework.  

Except for having to keep track of your expanding cable work, this is a 
fairly straight forward sweater with an easy shape.  You will work 
short rows at the neck edge and  work from charts for the cables, but 
the directions are written separating out differences for changes in 
sizing.  

This sweater was designed for Manos Silk Blend which is a beautiful 
yarn with a lovely drape but is a bit fragile and not a true DK weight.  
This sweater would be beautiful in any of our softer, merino DK 
weights as it will still have that little bit of drape.  The sweater is 
worked on Size US 6/4 mm needles.  



Cora
Martin Storey

Once back in our New Shop, 
we started Sweater Club with 
an old favorite from Rowan.  
This is a fabulous jacket lots of 
repetitive lattice cable work.  
Rowan has reissued this 
sweater numerous times in a 
variety of yarns given its 
timeless shape and style.  The 
only issue is the sleeves – they 
are a full angel.  

This sweater is made in pieces so you will be setting in your sleeves and 
seaming sides and sleeves.  The charts are very simple and it becomes a 
process of reading your stitches to be sure your cables are always going in 
the proper direction.  There is a little bit of shaping in the back of the 
sweater.  We changed the angel sleeves as the width of the sleeve when 
laid flat, it is the same as that for the back.  We adjusted the cast-on to 
make a straight sleeve with keeps a bit of the kimono styling without all 
the fabric.   

We made this sweater in Rowan Hemp Tweed which is now discontinued 
and was a heavy DK.  It calls for a DK weight, so you could work it in 
Fibre Co. Cumbria, Blue Sky Woolstok, Fibre Co. Lore, or Kelbourne Scout. 
The sweater is worked on Size US 6/4 mm.  



Seamless Leaves
Amy Gunderson

This was our first true Summer 
Sweater and it was a great success. 
Many people don’t like to knit for 
the Summer, but this sweater has 
proven to be the exception and is 
really a three season sweater.  

This sweater had a raglan shape formed in conjunction with the lace 
panels that run to the underarm.  Some of our knitters actually 
continued the lace down the sides of the sweater which gave it an 
elegant look.  Some even went on to do some increasing between the 
panels on the side to give it an A-line shape.  We even did the sweater 
without the curved front and back on some sweaters.  It really became a 
pattern you could easily adapt to your own design.  

We used a number of our summer weight DK yarns, but most of our 
knitters used Berroco Corsica or Concept Silk Viscose.  The sweater is 
worked on Size US 6/4 mm needles.  



Follins Pond Pullover
Moira Engel

We have a thing for cables and 
loved the way this one looked when 
it appeared in Interweave Knits.  A 
new twist on an Aran sweater you 
get to practice all your cable skills.  

This sweater is made in pieces from the bottom up and seamed.  The 
challenge with this sweater is using multiple charts of varying rows so 
you do need to pay attention to where you are in each of the cable 
sections – there are three.  The sleeves are plain stockinette and we 
worked with several knitters to place cables up the center of the sleeve 
to mirror the side cables of the sweater itself.  

Hikoo Kensington, an Aran weight merino, alpaca, silk and nylon, was 
the yarn from the pattern and the one we used.  It is a sturdy yarn 
without much spring to it.  We would also suggest Berroco Mercado for 
a traditional Aran look.  The sweater is worked on Size US 8/5 mm 
needles.  



Rainier
Kate Gagnon Osborne

Our second love is for color work and 
this sweater provided all we could ask.  
Just two colors in use at the bottom and 
top of the sweater, there is a nice break 
of plain stockinette throughout the 
middle of the sweater and sleeves.  

This is a traditional yoked sweater made from the bottom up, then 
sleeves, then all combined to work the yoke.  There are a number of 
charts to follow for each geometric band, but each only uses two colors 
so lots of practice for two-handed knitting.  While the pattern features a 
turtleneck, we have reworked it for a simple crew neckline which 
seemed to work for most people.  

Kate Gagnon Osborne is one of the owners of Kelbourne Woolens and 
so used their Scout, a 100% wool DK weight.  It comes in a variety of 
colors, both basic and more vibrant so the combinations are numerous.  
It is knit on US 4/3.5 mm and US 6/4 mm needles. When working two 
colors it is often recommended to go up a needle size to US 7/4.5 mm. 



Linda Colorblock Cardigan
Lidia Karabinech

We decided to take a break from all our 
cabling and color work and go with a 
simple, straight forward cardigan.  No 
shaping, no buttonholes, just a color 
change.  It is the perfect cardigan to 
throw on anytime.  

Made in pieces from the bottom-up, the only challenges with this 
cardigan are seaming and picking up the front edgings.  Mastering 
picking up the “right” number of stitches on the edges is key so you 
don’t end up with a ruffle (too many stitches) or a pulling up of the 
bottom (too few stitches).  This sweater didn’t provide a broad enough 
array of sizes so we were able to make all the necessary adjustments to 
accommodate.  

This sweater is part of the String Yarns collection and made in the most 
beautiful combination of Merino and Cashmere – String Dolcetto and 
String Chantilly.  It can be made in a heavy worsted or Aran yarn like 
Berroco Mercado or Hikoo Kensington.   It is worked on US 9/5.5 mm. 



Mareel
Sarah Hatton

This sweater was our 
second try at a Summer 
Sweater although it really 
could be for three seasons.  
It is by one of other favorite 
designers, Sarah Hatton and 
combines lace and cables to 
create a beautiful panel up 
the front and back.  It has a 
simpler version of the panel 
up the sleeves.  

This sweater is made in pieces from the bottom-up and seamed.  It is a 
patterned raglan with decreases to the inside of the pattern so when 
seamed it creates a wide ribbed effect.  The main fabric of the sweater 
is moss stitch.  In all with lace, cables and moss, this is not a quick knit, 
but the end result is gorgeous.  It was designed with ¾ sleeves but 
most made then bracelet or full length, adjusting increased 
accordingly.  The neckline is fairly high and we made adjustments to 
lower it a bit.

As it is a Rowan pattern, it is made in their Cotton Cashmere, a blend 
that provides structure and softness at the same time.  A DK weight, 
there are a number of options for this sweater, but you really cannot do 
better than Rowan Cotton Cashmere.   Fibre Co. Luma is another great 
options as it is a blend of Cotton, Alpaca, and Linen so you get the 
drape, but with the structure to hold the patterning.  It is knit on US 
3/3.25 mm and US 6/4 mm.



Mosaic Cardigan
Norah Gaughan

When this appeared in Vogue Knitting 
by one our local designers we knew we 
had to add it to our Sweater Club.  While 
it appeared to be too much for some of 
our knitters, when we explained it was 
mosaic, or slip-stitch knitting and not 
colorwork, they were all up for the 
challenge.  

Made in one piece from the bottom-up, then sleeves and then yoke, this 
sweater has no seaming!  Mosaic knitting makes creating this extravagant 
colorwork so simple as you are only working with one color at a time.  
You are slipping the other colored stitches to create the effect of color 
work.  The techniques learned in addition to mosaic, are German short-
rows to create the back shaping seen in the solid back section, a ribbed 
cable cast-on and Kitchener stitch bind-off.  

The sweater was featured in Blue Sky Woolstok, but a heavy DK or light 
worsted would work as well.  Woolstok comes in such a variety of colors 
that make it the easiest choice.  It is knit on US 4/3.5 mm and US 6/4 mm 
needles. 



Kelby
Kate Gagnon Osborne

We turned to another of our favorites, 
Kate from Kelbourne Woolens for our 
next sweater.  Again, there we went 
with cables and in a new tweedy yarn.  
The shape is oversized and boxy.    

The sweater is made in pieces, with a drop shoulder so there is no 
shaping and the cables work straight up to the neck shaping.  While it 
looks difficult, there is only one cable pattern which is staggered to give it 
the complex look.  The back is simple stockinette, however, several of the 
knitters decided to make both back and front cabled.  The sleeves are 
plain stockinette.   Techniques include short rows for shoulder shaping 
and a tubular bind-off at the neck.  The short-row shoulder shaping 
allows for a three needle bind off for the shoulder – less seaming.    

The sweater was featured in a new Kelbourne Woolens yarn – Lucky 
Tweed, a 100 merino tweed.  It is a heavy DK or light worsted.  Fibre Co. 
Lore would be a great alternative.  It is knit on US 6/5 mm and US 8/5 
mm needles. 



One Sweater
Becky Bake

Designed as a unisex sweater in chest 
circumference of 19” (age 1) to 56”.  It is 
meant for the true sweater beginner.  
Made from the top-down with short row 
shaping for the neckline and raglan 
shaping.  

The sweater is made in pieces so there is no shaping.  It is the perfect first 
sweater and you can make it in whatever size you want to try.  We chose 
this sweater to give a men’s option for our knitters who had requested 
one for male family members and friends.  Since releasing this design, 
Becky has gone on the create the One Sweater DK and One Sweater 
Texture.  Any of these would be perfect to get started or take a break from 
all those cables and color work details!

The sweater was designed for Fibre Co. Cumbria, a 60 merino, 30 
masham wool and 10 mohair which comes in a variety of colors, both 
heathered and flat.  It is a DK/light Worsted weight yarn.  Blue Sky 
Woolstok is a good alternative.  It is knit on US 5/3.75 mm and US 6/4 
mm needles. 



Ravi Nua
Carol Feller

We had just received Carol Feller’s yarn 
Nua and wanted to try it out for Sweater 
Club.  This sweater was redesigned by 
Carol specifically for this yarn.  This 
sweater falls into the category of not for 
the faint of heart as there is a great deal 
of shaping, changing of knitting 
directions, and lots of picking up stitches 
while knitting.  

You begin this sweater by knitting the garter stitch yoke which is created 
with short rows while working from one front edge to the other.  The next 
step is to work the lace panel while picking up stitches along the edge of 
the garter yoke.  Once that is completed, stitches are picked up along the 
edge of the lace and worked down in garter stitch.  There is side shaping at 
the waist and then more shaping to create a shirt-tale edge at the back.  The 
entire sweater is then edged with I-cord.  This is a sweater for the 
experienced knitter.  

This sweater is made in Stolen Stitches Nua, a combination of Merino, yak 
and linen which gives it great structure.  It is a light weight DK, similar to 
Rowan Felted Tweed, Jody Long Alba and Queensland Drover.  This 
sweater is worked on Size US 6/4 mm.



Colvin
Julie Hoover

We decided to give everyone another 
break in their knitting with this simple 
design from Julie Hoover.  The only 
issue we found with this was that 
while it appears slightly oversized, it is 
actually shown with 16” of ease in the 
chest and 7 or more in the hem.  This 
was a bit more than anyone wanted.  

This sweater is made in pieces so you will be setting in your sleeves and 
seaming sides and sleeves.  The knitting is simple.  It has a very different 
shaping at the shoulder with shoulder seaming taking place at the back of 
the sweater.  This is one sweater where you need to constantly refer to the 
schematic to understand the structure of the sweater.  You will get lots of 
practice in different types of seaming needed in putting this together.

We chose Fibre Co. Cumbria for this sweater as it provided the best fabric 
and allowed the simple ladder design up the front to show.  You could use 
any heavy DK or worsted weight yarn for this.  Some used Kelbourne 
Woolens Lucky Tweed and Berroco Ultra Wool.  The sweater is worked on 
Size US 8/5 mm and US 9/5.5 mm needles. 



Rhys
Alison Green

This is the perfect Summer 
Cardigan and we adjusted it to 
make it longer in the body and if 
wanted, in the sleeves.  It is a 
simple lace pattern that is repeated 
up and then across both the back 
and front of the sweater.  

This sweater is made in pieces so you will be seaming shoulders and 
sides.  The sleeves are picked up and knit from the shoulders so you do 
not have to set in your sleeves.  There is one simple chart for the lace so 
it is perfect for new lace knitters.  There is no shaping in the body 
sections with the subtle V-shaping coming from the drop shoulder and 
neck band that runs all the way around the sweater in one piece.   And 
no buttonholes.  It is a sweater that is perfect for all body shapes and 
sizes.  

This was designed as part of Berroco’s introduction of Cambria, a light 
weight DK alpaca, linen and Tencel yarn.   You could easily substitute 
a sport weight yarn for this or Stolen Stitches Nua (which is a similar 
composition).  The sweater is worked on Size US 4/4.5 mm and US 6/4 
mm needles.  



Cerith
Shellie Anderson

As our Summer Sweater Choices 
came in the midst of the Covid-19 
pandemic, we needed two summer 
sweaters to keep everyone going and 
many made both!  This was on my list 
for a long time and is a very simple 
tee shirt – once you get past the lace 
on the bottom!  

This sweater was originally designed as part of the Shibui Yarns 
patterns.  The structure is very simple being made in the round up to 
the underarms, then split to work back and forth for the back and 
then the front.  The sleeves are done separately and set in.  The real 
technique is a two tail cast-on to accommodate the number of 
stitches needed, joining that many stitches in the round, starting the 
lace from the cast on and then working the lateral stitch row which 
separates the lace from the basic stockinette.  It sounds like a lot, but 
it really isn’t and it acts as a great learning tool for new skills.  

This sweater is made in Shibui Yarn Fern, an organic cotton, sport 
weight yarn.  A light weight DK would work as well and with Shibui 
you have the option of combining yarns to get the gauge.  The 
combination of Pebble and Reed would work together perfectly.  
Juniper Moon Farms Zooey is another great choice.  The sweater is 
worked on Size US 5/3.75 mm needles.  



Rift
Jared Flood

This is a classic Uni-sex sweater 
with some great detail in the 
shoulder shaping.  It takes the 
classic pullover one step up.  

This sweater is made from the bottom up in one piece to the underarm 
and then sleeves are worked and attached to be knit together through a 
raglan yoke.  It is a worsted weight sweater, originally make in 
Brooklyn Tweed Shelter on size US 7 / 4.5 mm needles on a 20 stitches 
to the inch gauge.  



Pinaceae
Rachel Brockman

When this sweater appeared in Laine 
Magazine No. 9, it was a favorite of 
everyone, so it is time to add it to our 
Sweater Club repertoire. 

This sweater is a classic a-line shape with a drop shoulder, long tail in the 
back and side splits.  It is worked bottom up and seamed.  The cables are 
provided in both Chart form and written, but we will work with you to 
master the charts which make it easier to see where you are going and find 
any mistakes.  The neck is done with a new technique for the Club – using 
a three needle bind off to get a seamless folded neck band.  If you don’t 
want to do the shaping at the waist, that is fine and the sweater will still be 
gorgeous.  Once we review the sweater together, you can decide any 
adjustments necessary.  

The sweater is featured in Fibre Co. Lore, a 100% lambswool in a slightly 
heavy DK weight.  The yarn is very sturdy and comes in a wide array of 
colors.  You could also use Blue Sky Woolstok or Kelbourne Woolens Scout 
or a few others.  The sweater is worked on Size US 5/3.75 mm and US 
7/4.5 mm needles.  



V-Neck Vest
Patty Lyons

When looking for sweaters for this 
Season, I thought it might be fun to do a 
vest – especially when you have this 
much detailed knitting to do.  It has been 
a bit since we focused on cables and this 
certainly answers that need.  

The fabric you will create is all cable work from 4 different charts.  The 
good news is only one of them is not the same multiple so you only have 
to watch where you are on the odd chart.  All will be explained.  You will 
also have the chance to work a true V-neck with a decreasing V ribbins.  
This is definitely a challenge, but well worth the effort.  

This is featured in Rowan Felted Tweed which comes in so many colors 
from the Rowan collection, Kaffe Fassett collection and the Dee Hardwick 
collection.  It will be hard to choose.  But we also have Jody Long Alba and 
Queensland Drover if you can’t find the right color.    The vest is worked 
on Size US 5/3.75 mm.  



Brannagh
Marie Wallin

I have always loved this sweater 
particularly for the structure of 
the raglan.  It combines lace and 
cables, but also gives you some 
good basic knitting to get started.  
This is an oversized sweater so 
don’t be surprised when we pick 
a smaller size for you.  The ease 
in the pattern is about 6 inches 
and because of its structure, it 
has a longer than normal 
armhole – not dolman, just 
longer.

The good news is that this is actually a yoked sweater, so  you will knit the 
body in one piece to the underarms, then work the sleeves (all ribbing and 
stockinette to this point), then you will combine the pieces and begin the 
yoke.  At the yoke you will work from both lace and cable charts.  There is 
a lace chart for the front and back, as well as one for the sleeves.  There is 
one chart for the cable working up the raglan decreases.  This is a great 
project to learn Charts and reading your stitches.  

This Sweater is also featured in Rowan Felted Tweed which comes in so 
many colors from the Rowan collection, Kaffe Fassett collection and the 
Dee Hardwick collection.  It will be hard to choose.  But we also have Jody 
Long Alba and Queensland Drover if you can’t find the right color.  The 
yarn really is a sport weight so that will guide your choice. It is worked on 
a Size US 3/3 mm and US 5/3.75 mm.  



Meggi by Martin Storey

From the soon to be released Rowan Spring Summer Magaine, Meggi is a 
raglan sleeve pullover with a pretty border and overall block pattern.  
Made in four pieces and seamed.  This is a great three season sweater.  

Your yarn choices are any number of DK weight yarns, but it is designed 
in Softyak DK.  Other summer options include Fibre Co. Luma and Rowan 
Summerlite DK. The sweater is worked on Size US 3/3.24 mm and US 6/4 
mm needles.  



SIZE
To fit bust
81-86 91-97 102-107 112-117 122-127 cm
32-34 36-38 40-42 44-46 48-50 in
Actual bust measurement of garment

107.5117.5 127.5 137.5 147.5 cm
42¼ 46¼ 50¼ 54¼ 58 in

YARN
Softyak DK

9 10 11 12 13 x
50gm

NEEDLES
1 pair 3¼mm (no 10) (US 3)
needles
1 pair 4mm (no 8) (US 6) needles
3¼mm (no 10) (US 3) circular
needle no more  than 40 cm long

TENSION
23 sts and 35 rows to 10 cm
measured over trellis  patt, 24 sts
and 35 rows to 10 cm measured
over  check patt, both using 4mm
(US 6) needles.

M EG GI
Martin Storey



Dottie by Martin Storey

The next sweater is another Martin Storey design from the newest  Rowan 
Spring Summer Magaine.  Many of you requested a cardigan and Dottie 
fits the bill.  Made in four pieces, with a set-in sleeve (which can be 
lengthened and seamed.    

Your yarn choices are any number of Sport weight yarns, but it is designed 
in Cotton Glace which is one of my favorite cotton yarn.  There are several 
other choices including Rowan Island Blend Fine or CashSoft Baby for a 
drapier feel or several new SandesGarn yarns arriving.  The sweater is 
worked on Size US 2/2.75 mm and US 3/3.25 mm needles.  



DO T T I E
Martin Storey

NEEDLES
1 pair 2¾mm (no 12) (US 2)
needles
1 pair 3¼mm (no 10) (US 3)
needles

BUTTONS – 7 x BF\8351
(bronze 1.5 cm) from Groves & 
Banks. Please see information 
page for contact details.

TENSION
23 sts and 32 rows to 10 cm
measured over st st  using
3¼mm (US 3) needles.

.

SIZE
To fit bust
81-86 91-97 102-107 112-117 122-127 cm
32-34 36-38 40-42 44-4 48-50 in

Actual bust measurement of garment

88 98.5 108.
5

117.5 128 cm

34¾ 38¾ 42¾ 46¼ 50½ in

YARN
Cotton
Glacé

9 10 11 12 13 x
50gm



Karen by Martin Storey

Also from the newest Rowan Spring Summer Magaine, Karen is a 
sleeveless top with a central cable motif.  Made in two pieces and seamed 
at the shoulders.  This is a wonderful top that can be worn throughout the 
seasons.  I had originally chosen a similar style sweater, but decided to 
hold off when I saw this one.     

Your yarn choices are any number of DK weight yarns, but it is designed 
in Softyak DK.  There are several other choices.  The sweater is worked on 
Size US 3/3.24 mm and US 6/4 mm needles.  



SIZE

To fit bust
81-86 91-97 102-107 112-117 122-127
cm
32-34 36-38 40-42 44-46

48-50 in

Actual bust measurement of garment
122.5136 142.5 156 162.5 cm
48¼ 53½ 56 61½ 64 in

YARN
Softyak DK

9 10 10 11 12 x
50gm

NEEDLES
1 pair 3¼mm (no 10) (US 3) needles
1 pair 4mm (no 8) (US 6) needles
3¼mm (no 10) (US 3) circular
needle no more  than 50 cm long
Cable needle

TENSION
24 sts and 34 rows to 10 cm measured
over textured patt using 4mm (US 6)
needles. Cable panel (61 sts) measures
15.5 cm.

K A R I N
Martin Storey



Vidje by Kristin Ford 

This sweater is included as it has been 
promised for a while.  When we had the 
Woolfolk trunk show a lot of our knitters fell 
in love with this cardigan with some intricate 
cabling.  

The sweater has a saddle shoulder 
construction made from the top down and 
has side inset pockets.  Sleeves are picked up 
from the shoulder and knit down to the cuff.  
There are a lot of very different details with 
the sweater that make it more of a challenge.

This sweater was originally designed 
for Woolfolk Tov which is a merino 
light worsted weight.  There are 
several substitutes for this yarn 
including Blue Sky Woolstok, Berroco 
Ultra Alpaca and Ultra Wool, and 
Amano Warmi.  



SIZES
To fit bust 29 (34, 39, 44)“
FINISHED MEASUREMENTS
35 (40, 45, 50)“ bust circumference
YARN
Woolfolk Tov (100% Ovis 21 Ultimate 
Merino®, 173 yds / 158 m per 100 g 
skein)
10 (11, 13, 15) skeins in color no. T00

NEEDLES AND NOTIONS
Size 7 (4.5 mm) circulars, 24” or longer
and 16” long
Set of size 7 (4.5 mm) dpns
Size 6 (4 mm) circular, any length

GAUGE
26 sts and 25 rows = 4” in Honeycomb 
patt on larger needles, blocked
18 sts and 29 rows = 4” in Seed St on 
larger needles, blocked
24 center sts of Saddle = 3” wide on larger 
needles, blocked

NOTES
Cardigan is worked from the top down 
with a traditional saddle drop shoulder 
construction.

V I D J E
Kristin Ford



Uppot is found in the lastest edition of 
Lopi designs as part of their 41 
Anniversary Collection.  It is made in 
Alafosslopi – their bulky version of the 
Icelandic Wool.  It is a cardigan and 
comes in two different colorways – one 
very subtle and one with more vibrant 
colors.

Uppbot – Lopi
Anniversary  #41

You will be working in the round using steeking stitches to form the 
section where you will cut it up the front to create a cardigan.  You will be 
using three different charts to create the colorwork designs.  It is knit in 
one piece to the underarms, then the sleeves are knit and attached to the 
body to begin the yoke.  from a chart to position and knit the lace panels 
with baby cables inbetween.  

Lopi Alafoss is the best for this design, but there are other bulkys you 
could try.  Knit on US 7 / 4.5 mm and US 10 / 6.0 mm



Melora is made in Berroco’s newest 
Spring/Summer yarn – Meraki.  This 
yarn has a slightly thick and thin texture, 
but knits up in a beautiful lace pattern 
that provides great stitch definition.  
And who doesn’t need a summer lacey 
cardigan?

Melora – Lacey Cardigan 
by Alison Greene

You will be working from a chart to position and knit the lace panels with 
baby cables inbetween.  It is knit in one piece to the underarms, then split 
for sleeves which are then sewn in.  This is a wonderful sweater that most 
of you will want to make a bit longer so we will be sure to add in extra 
yarn.  

Berroco Meraki is perfect for this sweater, but you can also use any one of 
Berroco’s other summer weigh DK yarns.  The sweater is worked on Size 
US 5/3.75 mm and US 6/4 mm needles.  



SIZES
FINISHED MEASUREMENTS
(36, 40, 44) 48, 52, 56, 60 {64, 68, 72}“ / (91.5, 
101.5, 112) 122, 132, 142, 152.5 {162.5, 172.5, 
183} cm (includes opening in the front)

YARN
Berroco Meraki (71% Cotton
24% Cellulose - Hemp
5% Manufactured Fibers - Polyester
131 yds per 50 g skein)
(6, 7, 8 (8, 8, 9, 10, 11 (11, 12, 13) skeins 

NEEDLES AND NOTIONS
Size 5 (3.75 mm) and 6 (4 mm) circulars, 
32” or longer
Set of size 5 (3.75 mm) and 6 (4mm) dpns
or preferred circular for working on small 
circumference.

GAUGE
21 sts and 32 rows = 4” in pattern stitch 
on larger needles

NOTES
Cardigan is worked in one piece from the 
bottom up then separated for the sleeves.

Melora
Alison Green



Amaryllis is made in Manos Serena, a 
beautiful combination of Alpaca and 
Pima Cotton which is gives it a lovely 
drape and still be light for the Spring 
and Summer.  The Sample is worked by 
combining 2 semi-solid colors, but a 
number of our knitters are doing it with 
one variegated and one semi-solid for a 
lovely effect.  

Amaryllis – Top-down 
Cardigan by Elizabeth 
Smith

There is just a little detail along the lower edge, but the sweater is knit in 
one piece to the underarms, then split for sleeves which are then sewn in.  

Serena is a sport weight but is being held with two strands together for 
more of a worsted weight.  The sweater is worked on Size US 7/4.5 mm 
and US 6/4 mm needles.  



SIZES
FINISHED MEASUREMENTS
32 (35½, 38½, 42, 44½) (49, 52, 55½, 
59)”

YARN
Manos del Uruguay 60% Alpaca , 40% 
Pima Cotton  (170 yds per 50 g skein)
4 (4, 5, 5, 5) (6, 6, 6, 7) of each color

NEEDLES AND NOTIONS
Size 7 (4.5 mm) and 6 (4 mm) circulars, 
32” or longer
Set of size 7 (4.5 mm) and 6 (4mm) dpns
or preferred circular for working on small 
circumference.

GAUGE
19 sts and 25 rows = 4” with 2 strands 
held together in stockinette on larger 
needles

NOTES
Cardigan is worked in one piece from the 
top down with no seams!  

Amaryllis
Elizabeth Smith



This sweater is designed to be an 
oversized swing cardigan for the new 
2021 Fall/Winter Berroco Season.  Made 
in their newest yarn, Lanas Quick, it is a 
bulky sweater that will knit quick and 
easy.  Beautiful Cable details along the 
front edges and up the back give it more 
style than your average chunky 
cardigan.  

Marsali – Bulky Cardigan 
by Alison Greene

You will be working from a chart to position and knit the cables.  Other 
than that it is a straight-forward pattern, knit in one piece to the 
underarms, then split for sleeves which are then sewn in.  This is a 
wonderful sweater that you will wear all fall and winter.  

You can choose from any number of Bulky weight yarns including Lanas
Quick, Berroco Ultra Alpaca Chunky, Alpaca Yarn Company Snuggle to 
name a few of what we have.  The sweater is worked on Size US 10/6 mm 
and US 11/8 mm needles.  



SIZES
FINISHED MEASUREMENTS
36 (40.75, 43.5, 48, 52.25, 56.75, 59.5,
64, 68.25, 72.75)“ bust circumference

YARN
Berroco Lanas Quick (100% Wool,
109 yds per 100 g skein)
7 (8, 8, 9, 9, 10, 11, 12, 12, 13) skeins in 
#77207 Fuschia

NEEDLES AND NOTIONS
Size 10 (6 mm) and 11 (8 mm) circulars, 
32” or longer
Set of size 10 (6 mm) and 11 (8mm) dpns
or preferred circular for working on small 
circumference.

GAUGE
11 sts and 16 rows = 4” in stockinette 
stitch on larger needles
Back cable measure 28 stitches to 8 
inches24 center sts of Saddle = 3” wide on 
larger needles, blocked

NOTES
Cardigan is worked in one piece from the 
bottom up then separated for the sleeves.

M a r s a l i
Alison Green



A stunning colorwork pullover that 
will be your new instant, “wow did 
you make that?” piece. Worked from 
the top down, once you get through 
all the fun you’re cruising in 
stockinette for the body and arms.

Chiara – Color-work 
Pullover by 
Amy Christoffers

This is a great pick for someone wanted to get started with colorwork.  The 
pattern is worked for only 46 rows and the repeat is only 12 stitches.  You 
will only work with 2 colors at one time.  You will be working stranded 
colorwork and stranding will be much easier with the suggested “sticky” 
yarns.  

Your yarn choices are any number of DK weight yarns, but we recommend 
either the Berroco Dulce or Rowan Alpaca Classic.  The sweater is worked 
on Size US 3/3.25 mm and US 6/4 mm needles.  



SIZES
FINISHED MEASUREMENTS
37 (41.5, 46.5, 48, 53, 59.5, 62.5, 64, 68)“ 
bust circumference

YARN
Berroco Dulce (50 cotton, 20 Nylon, 16 
Alpaca, 14 wool, 175 yds per 50g skein)
MC - 5 (6, 6, 7, 7, 8, 8, 9, 9 balls 
CC1 – 1 ball
CC2 – 1 ball
Pictured in MC #2011 Silver, CC1 #2022 
Sapphire, CC2 #2033 Onyx

NEEDLES AND NOTIONS
Size 3 (3.25 mm) and 6 (4 mm) circulars, 
16” and 32” in length 
Set of size 3 (3.25 mm) and 6 (4mm) dpns
or preferred circular for working on small 
circumference.

GAUGE
20 sts and 28 rows = 4” in stockinette 
stitch on larger needles

NOTES
Cardigan is worked top-down through the 
yoke and separate for sleeves then 
rejoined for the body. 

C h i a r i a
Amy Christoffers



This sweater was a last minute insert. 
The problem is that when I pick them 
too soon I end up switching when I 
cannot resist a challenging sweater.  One 
of our Club members made this sweater 
and I have seen several of them made 
up.  In addition, this sweater comes in 
two different shapings.    

Letho / Letho WE 
– 2 Versions by 
Natasja Hornby

This sweater is full of techniques – the 
colorwork is done in mosaic or slipstitch, 
there are welts along the ribbings, and 
the ribbing is done in brioche.  

If you are up for the challenge this is 
your chance to do an extremely creative 
with lots of help!



SIZES
FINISHED MEASUREMENTS -
36.25 (39.5, 42.5, 46.5, 51.25, 53.5, 
58.25, 63)“ with collar overlap.

YARN
Variety of Worsted Weight Yarns –
Suggested – Lett lopi, Biche et 
Buches, Tahki Donegal Tweed, WYS 
Croft

NEEDLES AND NOTIONS
Size 7 (4.5 mm), 6 (4 mm), 5 (3.75 
mm), and 8 (5 mm) circulars, 32” or 
longer

GAUGE
18 sts and 25 rows = 4” in 
stockinette stitch on US 7/4.5 mm
14 sts and 44 rows = 4” in Brioche 
on US 6 /4 mm

NOTES
Lots and lots of technique with this 
sweater – creating welts, mosaic 
colorwork and brioche.  
The measurements are given for the 
Letho.  The Letho WE is more 
streamline across the chest – less of 
a dolman sleeve and a longer.  

Letho / Letho WE
Natasja Hornby
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